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Product description

Speci�ications

PE �lm roll: diameter MAX300mm, �lm thickness 0.05-0.1mm, �lm width MAX700mmPackaging material speci�cation 

Packaged object Length 150-500mm, width 150-350mm, height MAX150mm, weight MAX15kg

Express order size Width MAX100mm, length MIN60mm

Packing speed MAX 1200 packs / hour

Human machine interface Touch screen, virtual keyboard

Display 15-inch LCD

Gas source 0.7-0.9MPa

Power supply 3-phase AC380V, 50/60Hz Power: 10kW

Equipment size Length: 4350mm Width: 1300mm Height: 2020mm

Weight 800kg

MODEL GD70A

This product is a patented product of the unmanned full intelligent express strapping machine 
independently developed by our company, which is specially designed for e-commerce logis-
tics users. The whole machine is based on high-performance industrial control computer, and 
provides integrated solutions such as automatic measuring, automatic scanning, automatic 
weighing, error rejection, sealing �lm, automatic printing, and automatic pasting express order. 
At the same time, we can offer the mainstream ERP system and WMS system according to the 
needs of customers. 
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Intelligent scanning Intelligent weighing
Equipped with the intelligent weighing system which was 
independently developed by GURKI, it can quickly and 
accurately weigh the express weight and automatically 
upload the weight information, which is convenient and 
quick.

Unmanned automatic express strapping machine with 
ultra-fast 2D scanning imager, support online monitoring, 
read information function, provide operators with stable 
and accurate reading results.

Industrial compute
Can store a variety of product packaging data at the same
time, can be directly transferred from the system when 
using, simple and convenient.

Longitudinal sealing knife
The inner longitudinal sealing knife can be used to adjust
the position of the sealing machine at both ends
according to the product, and it cuts off the excess waste
�lm on both sides of the bag which has achieved 
beautiful effect.

Smart labeling
The machine can adapt to multi-standard label labeling, 
which can realize automatic marking and labeling, 
avoiding the inef�ciency, skew, blistering, wrinkle and 
other series of problems caused by manual labeling.

High performance printer
With a new high-performance printer and thermal 
printing, the machine can work and print 60 kilometers 
continuously.fe.
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NEED SOMETHING DIFFERENT? 
GURKI’S ENGINEERED SOLUTIONS GROUP PROVIDES EXACTLY WHAT 
YOU NEED FOR YOUR SPECIFIC APPLICATION. FROM MODIFIED
STANDARD CONVEYORS TO COMPLETE CUSTOM DESIGNS.

LOOKING FOR AFTER SALE SUPPORT?
GURKI’S SERVICES TEAM PROVIDES COMPLETE SUPPORT FROM 
REPLACEMENT PARTS TO INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE 
SERVICES.

Shuiwei Industrial Park
 Dalang Streets,Longhua District
Shenzhen

www.cngurki.comOUTSIDE THE CHINA

TEL: 86-755-29537386 cngurki@gmail.com
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Application industry
The Unmanned intelligent express strapping machine GD70A is widely used in the mass 
production of batch production, packaging, color boxes, greeting cards, photo albums, photo 
frames, medicine, electronics, daily chemicals,cosmetics, auto parts, hardware, food and so on.

PACKAGE EFFECT


